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Rogue legacy achievement guide

Atelophobia – 5g – Choose a hero without features. Every time you die you get to choose from a random 3 heroes as your next character. Just looking for one without properties. It might take a few dead to find one. Biophobia – 15g – Die 20 times or more. Dying is pretty much what this game is about lol. Thanatophobia
- 100gs - without using the Architect, complete the game die 15 times or less. On the pause menu, delete your saved file. This will permanently wipe all the upgrades and everything you've done, so I'd save this for the last time. This starts with a new game. You have to beat all 4 minibosses and the main boss in less than
15 deaths without using the Architect. What that means is that you don't lock up to Castle. Every time you die, you start fresh. Killed mini forests still count towards opening the last door. This is not an easy task by any means. Alektorophobia – 5g – Kill a chicken. You have to get a hero with the Alektorofobe feature
(Chickens freak you out). When your hero has this trait, some chicken legs you find will start to run away and they can damage you if you touch them. Touch the chicken leg, and it will turn back into a normal chicken leg and give health again. Aurophilia – 15g – Open your very first gold chest. Zoophobia – 30g – Defeat
all minibosses. Bibliophilia – 15g – Read the last diary. Cainotophilia - 15gs - Have a rune fitted in each item slot. Coulrophilia – 30gs – Defeat at least once one of the clown's games. Deciophobia – 30g – Put at least one point in every skill in the mansion. Disposophobia – 90g – Find all blueprints (no need to purchase).
Gnosiophilia -50gs - Find all runes (purchase not necessary). Gymnophobia - 15gs - Have a piece of equipment in each item slot. Plutophobia – 15gs – Reach level 50 or higher Rhabdophilia – 5gs – Earn your very first Enchantress rune. Somniphobia – 30g – Play the game for at least 20 hours. Secret Achievement
Secret Achievement Secret Achievement There are a total of 29 achievements in the game. Icon Name Description Demands Alektorophobia Fear of Chickens Kill a chicken with a character that has alektrophobia. Atelophobia Fear or Traits Choose a character without traits. Aurophilia Love of Gold Complete a miniboss
room. Barophobia Fear of Gravity Play as the Special Class (Dragon). Bibliophilia Love of Books Read the last diary. Biophobia Fear of Life Die 20 Times. Cainotophilia Love of Change Have a rune fitted in every slot. Coulrophilia Love of Clowns Complete a circus bonus room. Decidophobia Fear of Decisions Put at
Least point in all upgrades. Upgrades. Fear of throwing stuff out of getting all the pieces of equipment (it is not necessary to buy them). Gnosiophilia Love of knowledge Find all runes (there is no need to buy them). Gymnophobia Fear of Nudity Have a piece of armor equipped in each slot. Plutophobia Fear of Wealth
Reach level 50. Rhabdophilia Love of Magic Get a magical rune from a fairy tale coffin. Somniphobia Fear of Sleep Reach 20 hours of playtime. Ommetaphobia Fear of Eyes Defeat Khidr (boss of Castle Hamson). Phasmophobia Fear of Ghosts Defeat Alexander (boss of Forest Abkhazia). Pyrophobia Fear of Fire defeat
Ponce de Leon (boss of The Maya). Blennophobia Fear of Slime Defeat Herodotus (boss of Land of Darkness). Paterphobia Fear of Fathers Defeat the boss. Zoophobia Fear of Animals Defeat all mini-bosses. Geminiphobia Fear of Twins Beat NewGame +. Syngenesophobia Fear of family members Defeat the brothers.



(Brohannes) Chemophobia Fear of Chemicals Defeat the Symchemical. (Ponce de Freon) Ostiophobia Fear of Bones Defeat the son. (Alexander IV) Scotomaphobia Fear of Blindness Defeat the doppleganger. (Neo Khidr) Astrophobia Fear of Space Defeat the asteroids. (Astrodotus and Herodotus) Katagelasticism
Condition at which one enjoys mocking others Mocking the traitor. (Battle Johannes as the traitor class) Thanatophobia Fear of Death WITHOUT using the Architect, complete the game die 15 times or less. Trivia Edit The last achievement, Thanatophobia is the hardest as 0.4% of players have achieved. All phobia
names are real, including those that don't have phobia. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Rogue Legacy Achievement Guide By Yoriyari Greetings, fellow rogue-like adventurer! Do you want all the achievements you obtain, but have the Latin names confused you? Look no
further, because I will lead you through these problems! Up-to-date for the July 24, 2018 update! FlagView HistoryRogue Legacy has 30 unlockable trophies while playing on a PlayStation platform. If you choose to obtain the platinum trophy, a real enjoyment of the game is essential. Many of the trophies are available
and will be obtained only by playing through the game twice, although the experienced players will reach them faster. Despite this, a handful of trophies within the game require serious skill, and need to complete mastery of the game. Below is a full list of available trophies, as well as tricks and tips on how to obtain them.
Earn every other trophy. Choose a hero with no attributes. While selecting an heir, a hero will occasionally appear with 'Traits- None. Earn your very first gold chest. Gold chests can only be found in secret rooms, or after defeating a Use the special lesson at least once. The special 'Dragon' class is the highest skill tree in
the castle. Once unlocked, simply select the Dragon class while your heir. Read the last diary entry. Rooms with diary entries are randomly placed on the map. There are a total of 25, but the final entry is only readable in the final boss room. A very easy trophy to obtain, it will pop at your 20th death. Have a rune fitted in
each item slot. At the sorceress of the Enchantress you rest a rune on all 5 slots. Defeat at least once one of the clown's games. Easiest to obtain during the game in which you must destroy 90 of the 100 goals with 5 axes. There is a slight cheat here: before you enter the target room, you throw bites to hit the target at
the expense of mana. This should destroy 10-20 goals, so winning the game with the 5 axes should now be easy. Put at least one point in each skill in the mansion. While this may seem daunting at first, it's pretty simple and should of course be unlocked later in the game. Find all blueprints (no need to purchase). This
will take time, but should of course unlock during NG+ as long as you are opening every chest you encounter (you should be). Find all runes (purchase not necessary. Again, this should of course unlock after playing the game for a while. Note that each rune is needed, not just the completion of 1 segment. Have a piece
of equipment in each item slot. This will unlock very early in your game, as it is an essential part of the game. Range level 50 or higher. Again, this sounds daunting at first, but it's actually an easy trophy. Level 50 will be reached before you know it. Earn your very first Enchantress rune. Runes are only available in Fairy
Chests, which are located in 'challenge rooms'. Complete the challenge that appears on the screen and will unlock the chest. Play the game for at least 20 hours. If you enjoy the game, this will not be a problem. Defeat the boss at Castle Hamson. The first boss in the game, beat it to get the trophy. Defeat the boss in
Forest Abkhazia. The second boss in the game, beat it to get the trophy. Defeat the boss in the Mayans. The third boss in the game, beat it to get the trophy. Defeat the boss in the Land of Darkness. The fourth boss in the game, beat it to get the trophy. The last boss in the game, beat it to get the trophy. Defeat all
minibosses. There are about 5 minibosses in the game, but the trophy should of course be achieved as long as you beat them where possible. As simple as it sounds. Beat the game once, then again on NG+. Once all 5 remix bosses have been defeated (Brohannes, Neo Khidr, Alexander IV, Ponce de Freon and
Astrodotus), a new class called 'The Traitor' will become available in the heir selection screen. Enter the last room like this class to earn the trophy. WITHOUT using the Architect, beat the game die 15 times or less This has earned a reputation as one of the hardest trophies of all time. You should start with a full file, not
NG+, and defeat Khidr, Alexander, Ponce de Leon, Herodotus and the ultimate boss die 15 times or less. The Architect is not allowed, so the castle will be randomized every time you enter. Once Khidr is defeated, the item 'Khidr's Obol' will become available from a statue. Once you have the item, return to Khidr's door
to fight Neo Khidr. Win the fight to earn the trophy. Once Alexander is defeated, the item 'Alexander's Obol' will become available from a statue. Once you have the item, return to Alexander's door to fight Alexander IV. Win the fight to earn the trophy. Defeat the trademark chemical Once Ponce de Leon is defeated, the
item 'Ponce de Leon's Obol' will become available from a statue. Once you get the item, return to Leon's door to fight Ponce de Freon. Win the fight to earn the trophy. Once Herodotus is defeated, the item 'Herodotus' Obol' will become available from a statue. Once you have the item, return to Herodotus' door to fight
Astrodotus. Win the fight to earn the trophy. Once you've beaten all 4 remix bosses, return to one of their doors to fight Brohannes. Win the fight to earn the trophy. You have to have a character with the property Alektrophobia: a fear of chickens. With this property, chicken items will run around and wreak havoc before
they become usable. Kill it to obtain the regular item and trophy. Trophy.
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